Leather New® Total Care is a creamy leather cleaner and conditioner in one.

- Avocado oil-based formula provides deep conditioning to keep leather soft and pliable.
- Safe for all colors of leather as it will not strip the dye from black tack or darken light tack.
- Restores elasticity to used leather and helps break-in new leather.
- Protects against drying and cracking, minimizes mess and won’t drip or run.
- No silicones, waxes or petroleum distillates that can harm leather stitching.

For use on all leather goods such as equestrian tack, car seats, boots, purses and furniture.

COLOR SAFE For Use on All Colors of Leather

AVOCADO OIL Based Formula Provides Deep Conditioning

CREAMY FORMULA Won’t Drip or Run

Net Contents: 6 oz (170 g)

Directions for Use:
Apply Leather New® Total Care directly onto leather with a soft, clean sponge and rub thoroughly until cream completely disappears. Buff with a clean, dry cloth to bring out a shine. Use on wet leather to prevent stiffening, and on stiff leather to soften and prevent cracking. For extremely dry or stressed leather, multiple applications may be needed.

WARNING: CONTENTS UNDER PRESSURE.